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"The deal can start anytime, but there is something I need to talk to you about first."
At this point, Sally sat down and looked out at the balcony and spoke, "The one who made a move against the Lin family
this time was the North House Shen family, I don't think there are any intertwined interests or conflicts between them
and me. Do you understand?"
Jiang Hao frowned before pondering for a moment, was the other party saying this to tell herself that she didn't want to
clash with the Shen family or that she couldn't afford the consequences of clashing with the Shen family?
If it was the former then there was still a little solution, but if it was the latter then there was no need to negotiate this deal.
After pondering for a moment Jiang Hao looked at Sally and nodded and said, "So what are your demands?"
Sally turned her head to look at Jiang Hao and was silent for a while. Then she spoke, "Stay and be my assistant."
Jiang Hao snorted, shook his head and said, "If that's the case then I don't think we can still work together. I'm sorry, I
have things to do so I'll leave now."

This was the second time Jiang Hao had scowled at her, and Sally had never been scowled at by anyone since she was a
child!
She was proud as if she was a princess, and indeed whether in the Northern Province or overseas, Sally was indeed
revered as a princess!
"Stop right there! This is the second time you've asked me to compromise with you, and I don't think some things can be
counted that way!"

Jiang Hao stopped and turned his back on Sally: "There are some things where the principles and bottom line are laid out,
if you think you can twist them, then I can choose not to talk about them either."

Looking at Jiang Hao's back, Sally was silent for a while before she finally lost the battle.
"Alright, but three billion is not a small amount. It will take me some time to raise it in place."
Jiang Hao turned around to look at Sally's cute face of defeat and couldn't help but give a light laugh.
"That's alright, but before that can I trouble you with something first, try to use the power in your hands to suppress the
impact of this matter of Xichunju."

Hearing Jiang Hao's words, Sally spoke after drinking a cup of tea in silence, "This matter is not something that can be
done casually, it is close to being a direct enemy of the Shen family."

"I may not be too sure about other places, but in this Northern Province, you're not really that far off from the Shen
family, are you?"

Sally sighed somewhat helplessly at Jiang Hao, then hesitated for a while and spoke, "Alright, I'll agree to this matter."
After receiving this answer. Jiang Hao stretched out his hand and took out a slip of paper, on which was the amount of
medicine and fire etc. about the prescription.
After casually throwing it to Sally, Jiang Hao let out a light smile and spoke, "In that case, then everything is on you, I'll
wait to see your performance."

After saying this, Jiang Hao really left this time, and Sally didn't ask to stay.
What kind of man could just throw a valuable prescription to her so casually, without the slightest worry of her going
back on her word.
Thinking about this, Sally took a deep breath and then took out her phone. Then she dialed a number and ordered it in a
low voice.
The next day, all sorts of news flashed out across the North House. All sorts of news instantly overshadowed what had
happened at the West Spring Residence project!
It took only one day to do so, and the people loyal to the Shen family were still trying to hype up the West Spring
Residence project.
But with so much news, the story became nothing more than old-fashioned news.
After noticing this, Jiang Hao, who was resting quietly in his office, nodded in satisfaction. It looked like the other side
still didn't care about playing small tricks.
Lin Yan, who was running around for the Xichunju project, was also sensitive to the fact that someone might be helping
her from the shadows.
What had happened with the Xichunju project had been deliberately covered up by someone, and when she was running
around for connections, those people treated her with a somewhat different attitude.
Thinking about it. Lin Yan couldn't help but be a little surprised, but felt a little puzzled.
Who was helping her from the shadows? This thought had just surfaced, and Lin Yan unconsciously thought of Jiang
Hao.
But then she laughed a little to herself, with shoulder height's ability, how could he help her in this matter?

But no matter who it was, no matter whether the other party's intentions were good or bad, what the Lin family needed
most at the moment was to suppress the impact of this matter.
And on the other side. Shen Qingshu, looking at the few news items about the Xichunju project in the news papers,
slapped the table in anger and shouted!
"Who is it! Who the hell dares to make an enemy of my Shen family!"
After saying this, Shen Qing Shu said with a twisted expression of anger, "Don't they know that it is my Shen family that
is dealing with the Lin family. Who on earth dares to interfere in this matter!"

After a few moments of contemplation, Shen Qingshu slowly suppressed his anger. Then he picked up the phone and said,
"Hey, have your men go to the Lin Group. Negotiate with them about the acquisition!"
He could no longer sit still, if things went on like this, the West Spring Residence project would be overshadowed.
Lin's Group's index about West Spring Residence picked up, then all this he had done had become a mirror image.
Only after these words were said did he return to his senses and ponder over who had dared to go against their Shen
family.
Just as he thought of this, a subordinate suddenly called, saying that a man calling himself Old Black wanted to talk to
him.
Hearing this, Shen Qingshu was slightly stunned, could this Old Black be the lady's man?
After nodding slightly, Shen Qingshu tidied up his clothes and then got up and went to the lobby.
Old Black sat on a chair and looked at Shen Qingshu with a smile on his face and said, "Sir Shen, it's been a long time,
how have you been?"

After all, they were all in the Northern Mansion, and Sally had no intention of hiding anything from Shen Qingshu if
they made a move, so that was why she sent Old Black over to have a brief chat with Shen Qingshu.
He looked at Old Black and was slightly puzzled, after all, he was not in trouble with them in normal times.
Seeing that Old Black had come and was so polite, Shen Qingshu was a bit puzzled and said, "This is really a rare guest,
is there something wrong?"

Old Black nodded slightly and then sat down and looked at Shen Qingshu and said, "This is how it is, our lady asked me
to convey to Mr. Shen that the matter of the Lin Group can be put off for a while?"

Hearing these words and thinking about what had happened today, Shen Qing Shu's anger that had been suppressed
instantly exploded out!

"So it was you guys who were behind this, I thought who was so powerful that they could buy off so many mouths!"
Old Black looked at the flourishing anger on Shen Qing Shu's face and smiled as he shook his head, "Sir Shen don't be
angry, this matter is slightly complicated, and our young lady definitely has no intention of making enemies with the
Shen family."
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Hearing this, Shen Qing Shu faintly stared, then suppressed his anger and asked, "If you have no intention of being an
enemy of my Shen family, why do you still want to interfere in this matter?"

Old Black shook his head with a bitter smile before saying, "In fact, it was because someone made an offer to our lady
that could not be refused. That's why we were forced to do so."

Looking at Old Black's face, which did not look like he was faking, and thinking about Sally's identity, Shen Qing Shu's
expression became a little gloomy.
"Really, what kind of divine being has such a great ability to offer conditions to your young lady that cannot be refused.
I would like to get to know the other party."

Old Black looked at Shen Qing Shu and knew what was in his mind, so he sighed and said, "If you really want to know.
I really can't talk about this matter."

Seeing how Old Black was even somewhat evasive, Shen Qingshu's heart couldn't help but sink.
To be able to offer Sally an offer she couldn't refuse, then how capable this person must be!
After taking a deep breath, Shen Qingshu looked at Old Black and said, "Alright, I'll communicate with your lady about
this matter, just that you won't make any more moves next, right?"

Old Black looked at Shen Qingshu and saw that the other party was at least sensible, so he smiled and nodded and said,
"How dare I, it's enough to delay Sir Shen once. We won't be so insensitive."
After saying this, Old Black left after chatting for a few minutes, while Shen Qing Shu looked sorrowfully at the back of
Old Black's departure and carefully calculated something in his mind.
Shen Wennian suddenly came out from the inner room and looked at Old Black's back and said, "How did they get
involved in this matter, could it be that someone from the Lin family has some friendship with them?"

Shen Qingshu shook his head with a gloomy expression before saying, "It's hard to say, after all, the Lin family has been
in this northern province for two or three hundred years, so it's normal to have some connections."

After saying this Shen Qingshu pondered for a moment and then spoke with some hesitation, "But if this matter is not

taken advantage of now, I am afraid that it will give the Lin family an opportunity, we must immediately start to plan for
the next step!"

After leaving the Shen family's home, Old Black looked at the time and then rushed straight to the Lin Group.
After simply informing his identity, Old Black was able to find Lin Yan's office directly.
At this moment Lin Yan was concentrating on the index of the Xichunju project on the stock market. She could not help
but secretly rejoice in her heart.
Fortunately, there was someone in the shadows to help her, otherwise, at the moment, the Lin family's stock market
could have collapsed at any time and anywhere because of the West Spring Residence project.
Lin Yan took a deep breath when she thought of this, at least she was stable for the time being, the next step was to find
a way to find funds to fill the mouth of the gold-devouring beast that is Xichunju.
Just as she was feeling worried about this, Old Black suddenly knocked on the door of her office.
Lin Yan turned her head and looked at it before saying, "Please come in."
After taking a brief look at the office, Old Black couldn't help but praise, "The Lin family is worthy of being the Lin
family, the location chosen for the company is really a bit of a view of the mountains."

Lin Yan looked at Old Black and said with a somewhat puzzled expression, "May I ask who you are?"
Old Black stepped forward and nodded at Lin Yan and said, "Hello Miss Lin. You can just call me Old Black, in fact I am
here to make a deal with Miss Lin."

Hearing these words. Lin Yan frowned and looked at Old Black, this person in front of her did not look like someone
who could make a deal with her.
But with a dispensable mindset, Lin Yan still smiled and nodded and spoke, "Please sit down, I would like to hear more
about it."
Faced with Lin Yan's polite choice. Old Black secretly sighed in his heart, the piece of pampering and humiliation, Shen
Qing Shu could not compare to this Miss Lin in front of him.
"As a matter of fact, I came here today on behalf of our boss, she knows that your company has been facing some minor
troubles recently."
Lin Yan nodded slightly. After a moment of contemplation, she spoke tentatively, "The matter on top of the news today,
was it your side that stepped in?"

Old Black smiled at this but did not say anything, instead he continued to speak, "Our boss is very positive about you, so
we have decided to provide you with three billion in financial assistance, of course, this is not a one-time arrival."

Lin Yan was silent for a while before carefully calculating the power of the Northern Province in her mind, there would
not be many families in the Northern Province that could possess such strength.

The Xue family was considered one, but the Xue family had been somewhat self-conscious for some time now. Let alone
think of them helping themselves.
The Shen family was ruled out straight away, and apart from that the might she really had some trouble figuring out who
the other side was really from.
So after a while of silence. Lin Yan looked at Old Black and asked, "Is it convenient to ask whose people you are?"
Old Black looked at Lin Yan and smiled, simply saying Tianzhu Mountain and then not speaking any further.
These three words already represented an identity. And since Lin Yan had lived in the Northern Province for so many
years, she had naturally heard of it.
"But. I don't seem to have any dealings with your lady, do I, so why are you helping us?"
Old Black's expression remained unchanged as he smiled and shook his head, "This is because someone made a request to
our miss that could not be refused, so you can look at it as not us helping you, but someone else."

Lin Yan took a deep breath before forcibly suppressing the excitement within her heart, if it was really that lady who came
out to help her, then this matter would soon be put to rest this time.
And as long as the other party provided three billion yuan in funds, she was confident that she could complete the
Xichunju project on her own, and then the situation would take a sharp turn, and Shen Qingshu would no longer be able
to break the financial chain in her hands!
Thinking of this, Lin Yan looked at Old Black and spoke with some gravity, "What kind of price do I need to pay for this
three billion yuan in funds?"

After Old Black saw that the other party had agreed, he took out a contract from his arms and then presented it to Lin Yan's
desk.
"There is no need to pay any price, the price has already been paid, in addition this three billion is transferred to you by
our boss without compensation."

Looking at the contract in clear black and white, Lin Yan's heart could not help but be a little shocked.
Who in the world had such a big hand to hand over three billion dollars to himself?
Lin Yan was not someone who had never seen money before, and looking at the contract in front of her, she knew very
well that the money would soon arrive if she signed it.
However, when she thought about the fact that this was a whole three billion dollars, if she really received such a huge
favour for no reason, what would she use to repay it.

Lin Yan's hand couldn't help but tremble a little when she thought of this, and Old Black looked at the complicated look
on Lin Yan's face and sighed in admiration.
"I appreciate your hesitation at this moment, Miss Lin, but if you don't accept it, there's a good chance that Lin won't
make it through, do you understand that?"

